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Exchange 
Abstract 
Hotels, restaurants, and other hospitality industry operations are experimenting with self-service kiosks, 
tablet devices, and other technologies intended to augment or replace interactions between guests and 
front-line employees. While the combination of technology and people is designed to improve service, 
research suggests that service technologies can impede development of employee-guest rapport and 
lead to lower service evaluations. The studies presented in this report apply social equity theory to 
determine when (and why) technology can improve guests’ satisfaction with the service process and 
when it diminishes the guest experience. Equity theory suggests that when the use of technology 
prevents guests from responding to an employee’s friendly advances, guests experience psychological 
tension and decrease their evaluations of the service experience. The reverse situation also applies, so 
that when employees are less than friendly the barrier created by technology increases service 
evaluations by reducing guest anger. However, it is not always the case that friendly frontline staff and 
technology don’t mix. In a follow up field experiment, guests who used a Monscierge Connect Lobby 
touchscreen located not far from a bell stand preferred interacting with the technology when a hotel 
employee was nearby though not directly engaging guests. Thus, frontline employees should still develop 
a rapport with guests, but when technology acts as an “equity barrier,” the employees should provide 
guests with “social space,” without abandoning them entirely. 
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EXHIBIT 1
Equity theory in the context of interpersonal rapport




Equity theory suggests that if the guest feels the scale is tipped to the left and the employee is contributing more to the 
exchange, psychological discomfort arises due to the cognitive dissonance of not reciprocating. On the other hand, if the 
balance is tipped to the right, and the guest feels that the employee is not responding appropriately to her efforts to 
build rapport, anger results. Technology can modify both interactions.
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EXHIBIT 2
Study 1: Self-service kiosk with positive employee rapport condition
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In the technology present condition with positive employee rapport, participants saw this image...
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EXHIBIT 3
Study 1: Self-service kiosk with negative employee rapport condition
...but in the negative employee rapport condition, participants in the technology present condition saw this image.
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when they felt that they were on the short end of the social 
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and employees, the results suggest that employees limit their 
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